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Repetitive Negative Thinking
as a Transdiagnostic Process
Thomas Ehring
University of Amsterdam

Edward R. Watkins
University of Exeter, UK

The current paper provides an updated review of repetitive negative thinking as a

transdiagnostic process. It is shown that elevated levels of repetitive negative thinking

are present across a large range of Axis I disorders and appear to be causally involved in

the maintenance of emotional problems. As direct comparisons of repetitive negative

thinking between different disorders (e.g., GAD–type worry and depressive rumina-

tion) have generally revealed more similarities than differences, it is argued that repeti-

tive negative thinking is characterized by the same process across disorders, which is

applied to a disorder–specific content. On the other hand, there is some evidence

that—within given disorders—repetitive negative thinking can be reliably distin-

guished from other forms of recurrent cognitions, such as obsessions, intrusive memo-

ries or functional forms of repeated thinking. An agenda for future research on

repetitive negative thinking from a transdiagnostic perspective is presented.

Individuals with different emotional disorders report excessive and repetitive thinking

about their current concerns, problems, past experiences or worries about the future.

Such repetitive negative thinking (RNT) is found across diverse problems including af-

fective disorders, anxiety disorders, insomnia or psychosis, which is why Harvey and

colleagues (2004) proposed RNT as a definite transdiagnostic process. The aim of the

present article will be to provide an update on the earlier review by Harvey et al. (2004).

This update appears timely as there has been an increase in studies investigating RNT in

different emotional disorders in recent years, with more than 50 new empirical studies

since the Harvey et al. (2004) review. In addition to reviewing the current evidence for

the presence of RNT across disorders, this review will furthermore aim to (a) propose a

working definition of this process, (b) summarize the results of studies that have directly

compared different forms of repetitive negative thinking, (c) describe characteristics of

repetitive negative thinking across disorders, (d) summarize evidence regarding the
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causal role of this process in the maintenance of emotional problems and (e) suggest an

agenda for future research on repetitive negative thinking from a transdiagnostic

perspective.

HOW CAN REPETITIVE NEGATIVE THINKING

BE DEFINED TRANSDIAGNOSTICALLY?

A useful starting point for the examination of RNT as a transdiagnostic process is to test

whether it is possible to define this phenomenon in a way that can be applied across dis-

orders. Given the strong disorder–focus in the current literature, several disorder–spe-

cific definitions co–exist. For example, the most influential definition of rumination in

depression characterizes this process as “repetitive and passive thinking about one’s

symptoms of depression and the possible causes and consequences of these symptoms”

(Nolen–Hoeksema, 2004, p. 107). Worry in generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) has

most commonly been defined as “a chain of thoughts and images, negatively af-

fect–laden and relatively uncontrollable. The worry process represents an attempt to en-

gage in mental problem–solving on an issue whose outcome is uncertain but contains

the possibility of one or more negative outcomes” (Borkovec, Robinson, Pruzinsky, &

DePree, 1983, p. 10). In the literature on rumination in posttraumatic stress disorder

(PTSD), this process is described as repetitive and recurrent negative thinking about the

trauma and/or its consequences (Michael, Halligan, Clark, & Ehlers, 2007), whereas

rumination in social phobia is defined as “repetitive thoughts about subjective experi-

ences during a recent social interaction, including self–appraisals and external evalua-

tions of partners and other details involving the event” (Kashdan & Roberts, 2007, pp.

285–286). This process is also often referred to as ‘post–event processing’ (see Clark &

Wells, 1995). A comparison of these definitions shows that they agree on three different

characteristics: All describe the thinking process as (a) repetitive, (b) passive and/or rela-

tively uncontrollable and (c) focused on negative content. On the other hand, the defini-

tions differ considerably regarding the exact content the thinking is supposed to be

focused on (e.g., symptoms of depression; future negative events; past traumas or re-

cent social situations). As a whole, it appears possible to define RNT by the three pro-

cess characteristics that are common to all definitions, namely as repetitive thinking

about one or more negative topics that is experienced as difficult to control (see similar

arguments by Segerstrom, Tsao, Alden, & Craske, 2000; Watkins, 2008).

IS REPETITIVE NEGATIVE THINKING

A TRANSDIAGNOSTIC PROCESS?

In their review, Harvey et al. (2004) classified RNT as a definite transdiagnostic process

as they found strong evidence for its presence in a whole range of disorders. Our update

of this review shows that this statement is still valid as there is currently evidence for ele-

vated levels of RNT in as much as 13 different disorders, including depression (for a re-

view see Thomsen, 2006; Watkins, 2008), PTSD (e.g., Clohessy & Ehlers, 1999;

Ehring, Ehlers, & Frank, in press), social phobia (e.g., Abbott & Rapee, 2004;

Joormann, Dkane, & Gotlib, 2006), obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) (e.g.,

Abramowitz, Whiteside, Kalsy, & Tolin, 2003; Amir, Cashman, & Foa, 1997), insom-
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nia (for a review see Harvey, 2002), eating disorders (e.g., Nolen–Hoeksema, Stice,

Wade, & Bohon, 2007; Sassaroli et al., 2005), pain disorder (e.g., Eccleston, Crombez,

Aldrich, & Stannard, 2001; Sullivan, Bishop, & Pivik, 1995), hypochondriasis (Fink et

al., 2004), alcohol use disorder (Nolen–Hoeksema & Harrell, 2002; Nolen–Hoeksema et

al., 2007), psychosis (e.g., Freeman & Garety, 1999; Morrison & Wells, 2007) and bipo-

lar disorder (e.g., Thomas & Bentall, 2002; Thomas, Knowles, Tai, & Bentall, 2007;

however, note that individuals with bipolar disorder also appear to show a form of re-

petitive positive thinking that might be involved in the maintenance of mania, see John-

son, McKenzie, & McMurrich, in press). In addition, RNT in the form of worry is a

central feature of GAD and worry related to panic attacks is part of the diagnostic criteria

for panic disorder (APA, 1994). Taken together, with only few exceptions, there is evi-

dence of the presence of RNT for nearly all Axis I disorders compared to non–disor-

dered controls, which clearly supports its classification as a definite transdiagnostic

process.

One possible implication of this finding is that it should be more promising to

study RNT across disorders rather than focusing on its role in different emotional disor-

ders separately. However, on the other hand, one could argue that the mere presence of

a certain process in different disorders is only a necessary but not yet a sufficient condi-

tion for moving away from a disorder–focused perspective. If despite being present in

different disorders, the exact nature of RNT turns out to differ considerably between di-

agnostic groups, this could still justify the maintenance of a disorder–specific focus. On

the other hand, a truly transdiagnostic process should show very similar process charac-

teristics across a range of disorders. In the remainder of this article, the issues of similari-

ties vs. differences of RNT across disorders as well as the causal status of RNT in the

maintenance of emotional problems will therefore be reviewed.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF REPETITIVE NEGATIVE

THINKING—SAME OR DIFFERENT PROCESSES?

Most theorists in the field of RNT appear to agree that the different forms of RNT that

have originated within disorder–focused research (e.g., rumination in depression;

worry in GAD) show a high degree of overlap and are highly correlated. However, there

is some debate as to whether they should be treated as the same process that is applied to

different disorder–specific contents (e.g., Segerstrom et al., 2000) or whether they

should be regarded as related but nevertheless distinct processes (e.g., Papageorgiou &

Wells, 1999). Most of this controversy has focused on the relationship between

GAD–type worry and depressive rumination.

Worry vs. Rumination

Three different studies have investigated the relationship between worry and rumina-

tion by comparing the standardized questionnaire measures of these two processes

(Penn State Worry Questionnaire, PSWQ vs. Response Styles Questionnaire, RSQ, re-

spectively). Results from these studies show (1) a high correlation between worry and

rumination measures, (2) evidence from structural equation modeling that measures of

worry and rumination load on a common factor and (3) evidence that both forms of
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RNT are similarly related to symptom levels of anxiety and depression (Fresco, Frankel,

Mennin, Turk, & Heimberg, 2002; Segerstrom et al., 2000; Siegle, Moore, & Thase,

2004). Taken together, the results support the view that worry and rumination share a

common process. Nevertheless, two of the studies report additional results that could

also be interpreted in a different way, namely (a) worry and rumination items loaded on

separate factors in one of the studies (Fresco et al., 2002; however, note that this was not

replicated by Siegle et al., 2004) and (b) results of analyses based on generalizability the-

ory showed that a large amount of the variance could be accounted for by “person × in-

strument” interactions, which the authors interpreted as a sign that there are important

differences in individuals’ responses across scales (Siegle et al., 2004). However, al-

though these findings might point towards differences between measures of worry and

rumination, it remains unclear from these studies whether these exclusively reflect dif-

ferences in the content of thinking or also differences in process. Moreover, findings based

on factor analyses of questionnaire items generally need to be treated with caution be-

cause the grouping of items within a factor analysis can reflect methodological artifacts

such as item confounds and criterion contamination (e.g., that items with the word

“worry” in them are often completed similarly and distinct from items that include the

word “rumination”), whether or not there genuinely exist underlying higher–levels

dimensions.

A different approach to studying the similarities vs. differences of worry and rumi-

nation was used in three additional studies. Here, non-clinical participants were asked to

describe process characteristics of worry vs. rumination by rating examples of worry and

rumination on a range of dimensions (Papageorgiou & Wells, 1999; Watkins, 2004b;

Watkins, Moulds, & Mackintosh, 2005). In all three studies, very few differences be-

tween the two forms of RNT were found. For example, of the 53 dimensions studied by

Watkins et al. (2005), only seven showed significant differences between worry and ru-

mination. Papageorgiou and Wells (1999) found significant differences on five out of

17 dimensions; however, only one of these (rumination being focused more on the

past) was replicated by Watkins et al. (2005), whereas all others did not show significant

differences in the latter study. Overall, the results from these three studies again mainly

support the idea that worry and rumination are very similar processes with the temporal

orientation adopted during RNT as the only stable difference: worry was predomi-

nantly focused on the future, whereas rumination was predominantly focused on the

past. A recent experimental study also showed very similar effects of induced worry vs.

rumination on mood and the amount of verbal processing vs. imagery experienced

(McLaughlin, Borkovec, & Sibrava, 2007; however, note that complex interactive ef-

fects of worry and rumination on mood states also emerged in this study). Moreover,

experimental manipulations of worry and rumination robustly find that both increase

levels of anxiety as well as depression (e.g., Behar, Zuellig, & Borkovec, 2005; Blagden

& Craske, 1996; McLaughlin et al., 2007), further indicating their similarities in terms

of process and function.

In sum, although using different methodological approaches, studies directly com-

paring worry and rumination have revealed more similarities than differences between

these processes. There are no clear criteria to judge whether the small number of differ-

ences found, most of which have not yet been replicated across studies, should be inter-

preted as evidence for different processes or not. However, it can be argued that in such

a situation, preference should be given to the more parsimonious hypothesis, namely
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that worry and rumination share the same process and only differ in content (e.g. tem-

poral orientation), until there is stronger evidence for differences on relevant

dimensions (see also Field and Cartwright–Hatton, 2008, this issue).

RNT vs. Other Forms of Recurrent Cognitions in

Emotional Disorders

Whereas it appears reasonable to assume that worry and rumination share a common

process, there is preliminary evidence that RNT can be distinguished from other types

of recurrent cognitions found in emotional disorders. Firstly, worry and obsessive

thoughts have been shown to differ on a number of dimensions. For example, using fac-

tor analytic procedures, studies have typically found standardized measures of worry

and obsessions to load on clearly distinct, albeit correlated, factors in non-clinical and

clinical samples (e.g., Freeston et al., 1994; Van Rijsoort, Emmelkamp, & Vervaeke,

2001). In addition, studies directly comparing self–reported characteristics of worry vs.

obsessions in non-clinical samples found the two processes to differ on most dimen-

sions, including frequency, duration, emotions triggered and appraisals (Clark &

Claybourn, 1997; Langlois, Freeston, & Ladouceur, 2000a, 2000b; Wells & Morrison,

1994). Results from a recent study comparing rumination and obsessions in patients

with OCD and depression suggest that similar differences are also found in clinical sam-

ples (Wahl, 2007). Taken together, worry and obsessions appear to show some differ-

ences in their presentation. Again, however, we need to be cautious about interpreting

process from only questionnaire–based studies, since questionnaires depend upon

self–report and thus are better at assessing thought content than thought process, which

individuals may not be consciously aware of or able to monitor on–line. Convergent

data from on–line information processing studies and experimental manipulations is

necessary before strong conclusions about differences in process can be drawn. Further-

more, it is important to note that this distinction is not primarily one between different

psychological disorders but rather applies within these disorders as well as non-clinical

populations. That is, individuals with OCD show elevated levels of RNT in the form of

worry and rumination similar to those seen in other emotional disorders (e.g.,

Abramowitz et al., 2003; Amir et al., 1997; Wahl, 2007); however, these need to be

distinguished from obsessive thoughts.

Secondly, a number of studies have compared trauma–related rumination versus

intrusive memories in individuals with PTSD. Although the severity of intrusive memo-

ries and rumination were significantly correlated, the two types of recurrent cognitions

were also found to show different characteristics, including their quality (sensory im-

pressions vs. verbal thoughts) and duration (seconds to minutes vs. minutes to hours)

(Evans, Ehlers, Mezey, & Clark, 2007; Michael et al., 2007; Speckens, Ehlers,

Hackmann, Ruths, & Clark, 2007). In addition, it appears important to note that they

represent different types of cognitions (memories vs. evaluative thoughts). The results

from studies using interview measures, as described above, are also supported by two re-

cent experimental studies with non-clinical and subclinical participants, in which worry

and trauma recall were found to be clearly distinguishable on a process level (Behar et

al., 2005). In addition to obsessive thoughts, intrusive trauma–related memories there-

fore also appear to show phenomenological differences to RNT (e.g., worry, rumina-
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tion) and can possibly be classified as a distinct, albeit correlated, type of repetitive

cognition. However, as in the case of obsessions, this distinction is primarily one be-

tween different processes within rather than between disorders as trauma survivors with

PTSD typically show both trauma–related rumination, which can be classified as a form

of RNT, as well as intrusive memories, which appear to be a different process (see also

Harvey et al., 2004 for evidence that intrusive memories are also found across a range of

disorders).

Functional vs. Dysfunctional Forms of Repetitive Thinking

A number of studies have identified different forms of repetitive thinking that can be

distinguished regarding the degree to which they are related to functional vs. dysfunc-

tional outcomes (for a review see Watkins, 2008). For example, Treynor and colleagues

derived two factors from the standard measure of depressive rumination (RSQ),

whereby the first one (‘brooding’) was found to be positively correlated with both con-

current and prospective depression, while the second one (‘reflective pondering’)

showed a negative relationship with prospective depressive symptoms (Treynor, Gon-

zalez, & Nolen–Hoeksema, 2003). Somewhat related distinctions have been suggested

by other authors (e.g., Segerstrom, Stanton, Alden, & Shortridge, 2003; Trapnell &

Campbell, 1999). Furthermore, experimental studies have found that in depressed pa-

tients, repetitive self–focus characterized by more concrete, experiential processing has

more beneficial outcomes (e.g., more specific memory recall, better problem solving)

than repetitive self–focus characterized by abstract, evaluative processing (Watkins &

Moulds, 2005a; Watkins & Teasdale, 2001, 2004).

CHARACTERISTICS OF REPETITIVE

NEGATIVE THINKING ACROSS DISORDERS

As reviewed so far, there is evidence for a transdiagnostic dysfunctional process of RNT

that is present across a range of disorders and can be distinguished from other types of

recurrent cognitions (e.g., obsessions, intrusive memories) and functional forms of re-

petitive thinking. In the following, studies investigating further characteristics of RNT

across disorders will be summarized.

Thought vs. Imagery. There is evidence showing that naturally occurring as well as

experimentally induced worry is characterized by a predominance of verbal thoughts as

opposed to imagery (e.g. Borkovec & Inz, 1990; Freeston, Dugas, & Ladouceur,

1996), which has been linked to the assumed avoidance function of worry in theoretical

accounts of GAD (Borkovec, Alcaine, & Behar, 2004). Studies investigating the

amount of verbal processing vs. imagery in RNT across disorders show that the same

appears to apply to RNT in individuals with depression (Watkins & Baracaia, 2001;

Watkins et al., 2005), PTSD (Evans et al., 2007; Speckens et al., 2007) and insomnia

(Nelson & Harvey, 2003; see also Nelson & Harvey, 2002, for an experimental study).

As reviewed earlier, the predominance of verbal thoughts has been found to be one of

the variables distinguishing RNT from obsessions and intrusive memories.

Abstractness vs. Concreteness of Thinking. In addition to being predominantly ver-

bal, RNT has also been suggested to be characterized by a particularly abstract style of
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processing information that is thought to be responsible for some of its observed nega-

tive consequences, e.g., impaired problem solving, reduced imagery and inhibited emo-

tional processing (see Stöber, 1998). This hypothesis was first successfully tested in the

context of worry and GAD (Stöber & Borkovec, 2002; Stöber, Tepperwien, & Staak,

2002). However, there is evidence that this equally applies to depressive rumination

(Watkins & Moulds, 2007) and possibly also trauma–related rumination (Ehring et al.,

in press; Ehring, Szeimies, & Schaffrick, submitted). Importantly, experimental evi-

dence shows that this dimension is causally involved in negative effects of RNT on emo-

tional processing, problem solving and overgeneral autobiographical memory (e.g.,

Watkins, 2004a, 2008; Watkins & Moulds, 2005a; Watkins & Teasdale, 2001, 2004).

Role of Meta–Cognitive Beliefs. Wells (1995) has emphasized the role of meta–cog-

nitive processes in RNT, whereby positive meta–cognitive beliefs (e.g., RNT being

beneficial for problem solving or gaining insight) are thought to be involved in the initi-

ation of episodes of RNT, which in turn activates negative meta–cognitive beliefs (e.g.,

RNT being potentially harmful) that then leads to dysfunctional attempts to control the

thoughts. In line with this view, there is evidence that both types of meta–cognitive be-

liefs are related to levels of RNT and/or symptom severities in GAD (e.g., Wells &

Carter, 1999, 2001) and depression (e.g., Papageorgiou & Wells, 2003; Watkins &

Baracaia, 2001; Watkins & Moulds, 2005b). On the other hand, only positive

meta–cognitive beliefs appear to be involved in RNT in insomnia (Harvey, 2003) and

no association between meta–cognitive beliefs and rumination was found in PTSD (Mi-

chael et al., 2007). Moreover, an important caveat concerning the role of meta–cogni-

tive beliefs in RNT is the acknowledgement that, to date, these studies have only been

correlational. In the absence of prospective longitudinal studies or experimental manip-

ulations of these variables, there is no evidence confirming the causal nature of

meta–cognitive beliefs.

Content. The content of RNT consistently differs between disorders in a way that

reflects individuals’ disorder–specific current concerns. Whereas in some disorders, re-

petitive thinking is typically focused on a very specific topic, e.g. the trauma in PTSD

(e.g., Speckens et al., 2007) or the individual’s performance in recent social situations in

social anxiety (e.g., Kashdan & Roberts, 2007), patients suffering from other disorders,

such as GAD, report RNT to cover a range of topics, although all are related to a theme

of threat (e.g., Becker, Goodwin, Holting, Hoyer, & Margraf, 2003). As already de-

scribed earlier, one possibly relevant dimension for distinguishing the content of RNT

appears to be its temporal orientation in that some disorders are characterized by RNT

about the future (e.g., GAD; Borkovec et al., 1983), others by RNT about the past or

present (e.g., depression; Watkins et al., 2005, Watkins & Baracaia, 2001) and again

others by RNT about past, present and future alike (e.g., PTSD; Speckens et al., 2007).

THE CAUSAL ROLE OF RNT IN THE

MAINTENANCE OF EMOTIONAL DISORDERS

There is evidence from a number of studies showing that RNT appears to play a causal

role in the development and/or maintenance of psychological disorders (for a review see

Watkins, 2008). In prospective studies, levels of depressive rumination were found to

(a) predict the future onset of a major depressive episode across a range of follow–up pe-
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riods, (b) predict the severity of depressive symptoms in initially nondepressed individ-

uals after controlling for baseline symptoms and (c) predict depressive symptoms in

patients with clinical depression after controlling for baseline depression as well as (d)

mediate the effect of other risk factors on the onset of depression (e.g., Just & Alloy,

1997; Kuehner & Weber, 1999; Nolen–Hoeksema, 2000; Nolen–Hoeksema, Parker,

& Larson, 1994; Spasojevic & Alloy, 2001). Similarly, RNT in the form of worry

and/or rumination has been found to predict future levels of anxiety (e.g., Segerstrom et

al., 2000; Siddique, LaSalle–Ricci, Glass, Arnkoff, & Diaz, 2006), a diagnosis and

symptom severities of PTSD (e.g., Ehring et al., in press; Murray, Ehlers, & Mayou,

2002), persecutory delusions (Startup, Freeman, & Garety, 2007) and symptom levels

of bulimia and alcohol use (Nolen–Hoeksema et al., 2007), even after controlling for

initial symptom levels.

The causal role of RNT in the maintenance of emotional disorders is further sup-

ported by experimental studies in which RNT is induced. The most extensive evidence

comes from studies looking at rumination in depression, which have shown that experi-

mentally induced rumination exacerbates already existing dysphoric mood as well as

negatively impacts on a multitude of processes that can in turn be expected to contribute

to the maintenance of depression, such as increased negative thinking, impaired concen-

tration and poorer problem solving (for a review see Lyubomirsky & Tkach, 2004).

Similarly, experimentally induced worry was found to increase levels of anxiety and de-

pression (e.g., Behar et al., 2005; Blagden & Craske, 1996; McLaughlin et al., 2007),

experimentally induced worry and rumination about a gruesome film or distressing per-

sonal events to lead to increased levels of analogue PTSD symptoms, such as intrusive

memories and anxious mood (Ehring, Fuchs, & Klaesener, submitted; Wells &

Papageorgiou, 1995) and experimentally induced pre–sleep worry and rumination on

sleep parameters and symptoms of distress (Guastella & Moulds, 2007; Nelson &

Harvey, 2002).

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED RESEARCH AGENDA

The updated review presented in this article clearly confirms Harvey et al.’s (2004) ear-

lier suggestion that repetitive negative thinking is a transdiagnostic process. Whereas

RNT has initially nearly exclusively been studied in the context of depression and GAD,

there is now evidence that RNT is being present in nearly all Axis I disorders. In addi-

tion, results from prospective as well as experimental studies suggest that RNT is caus-

ally involved in the maintenance of several emotional disorders. These studies have been

conducted in the context of a number of different disorders, including depression,

GAD, PTSD, insomnia and psychosis.

The question of whether RNT across the different disorders should be regarded as

one single process with identical phenomenological and functional properties cannot

yet be conclusively answered as the available evidence on this issue is limited. However,

converging evidence from studies using different methodological approaches suggests

that at least the two most prototypical types of RNT, namely worry and depressive ru-

mination, show many more similarities than differences. It therefore appears reasonable

to adopt the parsimonious hypothesis that worry and rumination share an identical pro-

cess. In addition to being repetitive, difficult to control and negative in content, this pro-
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cess appears to be predominantly verbal, relatively abstract and possibly related to

positive and negative meta–cognitions. There is preliminary evidence that these process

characteristics are not only shared by GAD–type worry and depressive rumination, but

also trauma–related rumination in PTSD and pre–sleep cognitive activity in insomnia,

which underlines the justification of classifying it as a transdiagnostic process. The only

consistently found disorder–specific characteristic of RNT refers to its content or, on a

more abstract level, its temporal orientation.

The argument that RNT shows the same process characteristics across disorders is

consistent with the idea that repetitive thinking can be an adaptive and normal process,

such that there should be commonalities between RNT in psychologically healthy con-

trols and RNT in psychological disorders, reflecting dimensional rather than categorical

differences. One implicit assumption of the transdiagnostic approach is that a process is

found in multiple disorders because it reflects a normative process also found in healthy

controls (i.e., a continuum–dimensional approach to psychological disorders, with the

same basic processes and mechanisms active in both normal controls and patients, but in

a more extreme form in patients). Cognitive models of RNT propose that RNT is trig-

gered and driven by unresolved goals, such that repetitive thoughts reflect personal con-

cerns and goals that have not yet been successfully attained (Martin & Tesser, 1989,

1996). Thus, the process underpinning RNT—the presence of important, unresolved

goals—may be the same in the psychologically healthy and those with psychological dis-

orders. However, since individuals with psychological disorders may have more ex-

treme, unattainable, or perfectionistic goals, they may be more prone to getting stuck in

RNT (see Carey, this volume, for a related goal–directed account). The same can be

supposed to be true for currently healthy individuals who are vulnerable to developing

emotional problems as RNT has also been found to predict a future onset of emotional

disorders, such as depression (e.g., Just & Alloy, 1997). Furthermore, such a goal–dis-

crepancy theory can account for the differences in the content of RNT between different

disorders: different disorders are characterized by different goals and concerns, which

would be reflected in the nature of the RNT.

Whereas hardly any differences in process characteristics of RNT between disorders

have been be found, there is some preliminary evidence showing that different types of

recurrent cognitions can be distinguished within disorders. RNT as described above ap-

pears to show important differences to obsessions as well as intrusive negative memo-

ries. Obsessive thoughts and intrusive memories are therefore suggested not to be

classified as forms of RNT. In addition, there is emerging evidence that repetitive think-

ing can have both constructive and unconstructive consequences. In line with Harvey et

al. (2004), this pattern of results suggests that future research should focus more on

comparing different transdiagnostic processes across disorders rather than focusing on

differences between different diagnostic groups.

Despite an increasing interest in the process of RNT in the clinical literature, re-

search adopting a truly transdiagnostic perspective on this topic is still sparse. A number

of directions for future research appear promising. First, the investigation of RNT from

a transdiagnostic perspective is still complicated by the fact that most available question-

naire measures are focused on thought content, which appears to be disorder–specific,

rather than the characteristic process present across disorders. It therefore appears nec-

essary to further develop and validate transdiagnostic measures of RNT. We are aware

of four different measures that have been developed with this aim, namely the Cam-
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bridge Exeter Repetitive Thought Scale (Barnard, Watkins, Mackintosh, &

Nimmo–Smith, 2007), the Habit Index of Negative Thinking, (HINT; Verplanken,

2006) the Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire (PTQ, Ehring, 2007) and the

Scott–McIntosh Rumination Inventory (Scott & McIntosh, 1999). While all these

measures have the common aim of trying to assess RNT without referring to a disor-

der–specific content, they differ regarding the exact way in which RNT is conceptual-

ized. Future studies will need to thoroughly evaluate these instruments regarding their

performance across different emotional disorders. Second, as most current evidence re-

garding similarities vs. differences of different types of RNT is based on non–clinical

samples, future research should compare RNT in different diagnostic groups in order to

critically test the view that the same process characteristics can be found across disor-

ders. Third, whereas the evidence for a role of RNT is very strong in some disorders, it is

still underresearched in others. More research is needed to establish the causal role of

this process, for example, in OCD, social phobia, PTSD and eating disorders. In addi-

tion, it is unclear whether elevated levels of RNT can also be found in axis II disorders,

although there is preliminary evidence indicating a relationship between depressive ru-

mination and behaviors characteristic of borderline personality disorder (Smith,

Grandin, Alloy, & Abramson, 2006). Fourth, in order to better understand the nature

and effects of RNT, it appears necessary to investigate (a) why individuals engage in

RNT despite its negative effects, (b) how functional and dysfunctional forms of RNT

can reliably be distinguished and (c) what factors determine the repetitive nature of this

process. Specifically, more experimental studies are needed, in which supposedly critical

dimensions are manipulated, e.g. degree of abstractness, evaluative vs. experiential

styles, degree of emotion activation. Fifth, as described above, it appears promising to

use the goal–discrepancy model as a theoretical background for studying RNT

transdiagnostically as well as comparing RNT in clinical vs. non–clinical groups. Future

research should also contrast this view with other hypotheses regarding processes un-

derlying RNT, such as an unwillingness to experience negative thoughts, feelings or

bodily sensations (experiential avoidance; Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, & Follette, 1996), at-

tempts to use only one set of goals for the control of behavior while ignoring other rele-

vant goals (arbitrary control; Mansell, 2005; Powers, 1973), positive and negative

meta–cognitions (Wells, 1995) or negative affectivity (Clark & Watson, 1991). Finally,

given the widespread presence of RNT across disorders and evidence regarding its

causal role in the maintenance of emotional problems, the development and evaluation

of transdiagnostically applicable treatment strategies for RNT appears timely (see

Watkins et al., 2007).
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